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Shari Richard, is an Obstetrical Ultrasound Expert and Educator founded Sound Wave
Images in 1990 through which she produced the videos Ultrasound: “A Window to the
Womb” & “Eyewitness to the Earliest Days of Life.” Her ultrasound images have educated
millions with over 750,000 distributed, broadcast and translated “world wide”.
Shari continues to produce “The Next Generation” videos for Public and Private Schools,
Pregnancy Centers, Medical Centers and Church groups. Her NEW release of “Eyewitness 2:
The Window to the Heart” is a 5 minute loop subtitled in English, Spanish and suitable for all
languages. Shari’s goal is to circulate this message world wide through social media and apps
and let the ultrasound images speak for themselves. She is quoted as saying “The eyewitness of
ultrasound is the window to the heart and speaks the universal language to the soul.”
Shari, who personally experienced the grief and pain of abortion, uses her knowledge to effect
hearts and minds. In 1992, Richard also led the way through implementing the first medical
ultrasound clinic for Pregnancy Resource Centers (PRC’s) and now many PRC’s are providing
ultrasound and serving some 1.9 million people each year through education, love and support.
As a voice for the unborn for over 25 years, Shari believes that we are winning the hearts for
life. Her unforgettable images continue to alter the national conscience and affect public opinion.
She continues her work educating, speaking and ultrasound training for the medical staff of
PRC’s. Her mission is to continue to bring healing and hope and to change hearts to recognize
the hidden and inherent beauty of every life. “It is time to begin the journey back from death to
life, from pain to healing and from denial to purpose.” Richard lives in West Bloomfield,
Michigan and has 3 sons.

For more information on the Shari Richard and DVD's, visit unborn.com
To schedule an interview with Shari Richard, call 214-703-0505 or email
media@unborn.com

You can watch it here: http://sharirichard.com/welcome-to-unborn-com/

